
Easy Books 
For First and 
Second Grades 

Rylant., Cynthia. HENRY AND 

MUDGE: THE FIRST BOOK OF 

THEIR ADVENTURES 

Henry, feeling lonely on a street without 

any other children, finds companionship 

and love in a big dog named Mudge.  

First in a series. 

Schaefer, Lola M.  WHAT’S THAT 

MITTENS? 

Mittens is a lonely kitten looking for 

some fun.  Barking and scratching from 

the other side of the fence 

sparks his curiosity. 

Seuss, Dr. GREEN EGGS 

AND HAM  

Sam-I-Am tries every way he can to get a 

man to eat green eggs and ham. 

Skofield, James. DETECTIVE DINO-

SAUR, LOST AND FOUND  

After Detective Dinosaur and Officer 

Pterodactyl find a missing baby, they lose 

and rediscover each other. 

Van Leeuen, Jean. AMANDA PIG, 

SCHOOL GIRL  

Amanda is everyone’s favorite school 

girl, whether making new friends, or 

twirling around in the sandbox.  One of 

a series. 
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Weeler, Lisa. WHEN PIGS FLY  

Fitch and Chip learn that you do not have 

to wear a cape to be a hero. 

Wiseman, Bernard. MORRIS THE 

MOOSE  

Determined to prove that the cow he 

meets is really a moose, Morris the moose 

enlists the help of a rather confused deer 

and horse.  

Yolen, Jane. COMMANDER TOAD 

AND THE PLANET OF THE 

GRAPES  

In search of new worlds to explore, Com-

mander Toad and his crew land on the 

strange Planet of the Grapes. 

Library Hours 
 
Monday—Thursday  9:00 AM to 8:00 PM 
Friday—Saturday      9:00 AM to 5:00 PM 
Sunday           1:00 PM to 5:00 PM 

"There is more treasure in books than in all 

the pirate's loot on Treasure Island." 

                                           — Walt Disney 



Easy Readers for First and Second Grades 

Kenah, Katherine.  THE BEST 

TEACHER IN SECOND GRADE  

Luna and her teacher, Mr. Hopper, share 

a fascination with the midnight sky.  Luna 

has a great idea for the upcoming Family 

Night but being a shy new student has its 

challenges.  

Lobel, Arnold. FROG AND TOAD 

ALL YEAR  

Frog and Toad share good times and bad 

through each of the four seasons.  One 

in a series. 

McDonald, Megan. BEEZY  

Beezy and her best friend, Merlin, who 

live in Florida, wait out a hurricane, find 

a dog, and make friends with a circus 

performer. 

 

 

Mills, Claudia. GUS AND GRANDPA 

AND THE TWO-WHEELED BIKE  

Gus doesn’t want to give up the training 

wheels on his bike until Grandpa helps 

him learn how to get along without 

them.  One in a series. 

All books are located in the Easy Reader 

section of the Children’s Department.  

Try other books by these authors or ask a 

Librarian for other good easy readers. 

Adler, David A. 

BONES AND THE 

B IG YELLOW 

MYSTERY 

Jeffrey Bones helps Mr. 

Green find the school bus he lost while 

shopping at the mall.  One in a series. 

Arnold, Tedd. HI, FLY GUY!  

When Buzz catches a fly to enter in The 

Amazing Pet Show, his parents and the 

judges tell him that a fly cannot 

be a pet, but Fly Guy proves 

them wrong.  

Bottner, Betsy.  PISH AND POSH 

WISH FOR FAIRY WINGS 

With their new book of Fairy Magic, best 

friends Pish and Posh are ready to be fair-

ies.  

Byars, Betsy. MY BROTHER, ANT 

Ant’s big brother helps him get rid of the 

monster under the bed and other stories.  

Cazet, Denys. MINNIE AND 

MOO GO TO THE MOON 

Two cow friends, Minnie and 

Moo, decide to drive the 

farmer’s tractor all the way to the moon.  

One in a series.  

Coerr, Eleanor.  THE JOSEFINA STORY 

QUILT  

While traveling west with her family in 1850, 

a young girl makes a patchwork quilt of her 

experiences. 

Cushman, Doug. INSPECTOR HOPPER 

Inspector Hopper and his hungry assistant 

McBugg solve three mysteries for their in-

sect friends.  One in a series. 

Guest, Elissa Haden. IRIS AND WALTER  

When Iris moves to the country, she misses 

the city, but with the help of a new friend, 

Walter, she learns to adjust to her new 

home.  One in a series. 

Hoban, Lillian. ARTHUR’S LOOSE 

TOOTH  

Is Arthur brave enough to pull out 

his loose tooth?  One in a series. 


